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DUBLIN--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Research and Markets
(http://www.researchandmarkets.com/research/c36f48/time_management_st)
has announced the addition of the "Time Management Strategies for COOs -
How to Get More Done in Less Time and Free Yourself Up for New Initiatives"
audioconference to their offering.

In Time Management Strategies for COOs, ExecSense examines the most
effective strategies that COOs can use to manage their time more efficiently,
freeing themselves up to pursue new initiatives, networking and other
opportunities that normally get left behind in the plethora of meetings and
organizations tasks that occupy their every day. Take the 60 minutes to view this
webinar (on your computer, mobile phone, iPod or printed out) to understand
how you can implement these successful and innovative techniques to work
smarter and free up time to dedicate to new professional (and personal)
initiatives.

Upon ordering, ExecSense will email you a link to download the webinar for
viewing on your computer , mobile media device (iPod/iPhone, Blackberry), or
printed out. The downloaded files will include the PowerPoint presentation, audio
narration and jpeg images of the slides (for watching on your mobile media
device).

The webinar is led by an expert at helping COOs manage  their time more
effectively, Jeff Davidson, and focuses on:

Everything you need to know in 60 minutes about the most effective time
management strategies for COOs that you can immediately implement to
free up time in your schedule for new professional and personal initiatives
Time management strategies specifically for COOs and the unique issues
and challenges faced by COOs in managing their time most effectively
Answers to the ten questions most asked by COOs about how to
successfully implement these time management strategies, what to hand
off to others, and how to become twice as efficient while working 25%
less
Case studies of other COOs that have had success using these time
management strategies and important lessons that will immediately free
up time on your schedule on a daily basis 
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